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01|Introduction
In This Chapter
Purpose of this Document................................................................ 1
Displaying Report Data as Numbers or Percentages ........................ 1
Additional Information .................................................................... 2

Purpose of this Document
This document has been produced to provide an overview of each Lesson
Monitor report including:
the menu route for each report.
a brief description of each report.
an explanation of the calculations used to produce each report (if
applicable).
an example of each report. The report examples provided in this
document are based on the default settings for the associated report.
A wide variety of Lesson Monitor reports can be produced. This document
has therefore been separated into chapters, each associated with the Lesson
Monitor reports sub menu displayed in SIMS:
Individual Student Reports
Whole Group Student Reports
Selected Student Reports
Group Reports
Module Reports
Each report has been designed to start on a new page.
NOTE: The contents of the graphics (dates, names, etc.) displayed in this
document are examples only of what you might expect to see when using
SIMS to produce reports.
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Displaying Report Data as Numbers or Percentages
Some reports include an option enabling you to show the report data as
Numbers or Percentages.
Percentages are always shown across the row, as a fraction of the possible
data for that row.
NOTE: Percentages are shown rounded to the nearest 0.1%. Where the
value is lower than 0.1%, the report cell is left blank.
Although the data for some reports, e.g. Pupils’ Yearly Attendance report, is
produced as numbers, they also have a column showing
percentage attendance. This is primarily for use by the Head of Year or
Deputy Head.
Where there is a count of zero, the cell is left blank (rather than showing a
zero), as it is much easier to pick out the numbers, especially single digit
numbers, if the table is not filled with zeros.

Additional Information
For more information regarding the running and printing of Lesson Monitor
reports, please refer to the Producing Lesson Monitor Reports handbook. All
handbooks can be accessed from the Documentation Centre, which is
launched by clicking the Documentation button on the Home Page in
SIMS. Once open, click the Handbooks button, select the required category
then click the required handbook from the Handbooks page.
A Producing Attendance Reports Quick Reference Sheet is available on
SupportNet. Enter 14179 in the Site search field then click the GO button.
For information regarding all other functionality available within Lesson
Monitor, please refer to the Monitoring Session and Lesson Attendance
handbook.
NOTE for Attendance Users: A separate document (Attendance Reports
Specification) is available on the SupportNet website
(http://support.capitaes.co.uk).
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In This Chapter
Registration Certificate Report ........................................................ 3
Individual Session Summary Report ................................................ 5
Individual Register Report............................................................... 8
Individual Subject Attendance Summary ......................................... 9

Registration Certificate Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Individual Student Reports | Registration
Certificate Report

Description
The main purpose of the Registration Certificate report is to show a
student’s attendance marks for each session in the academic year. A
summary (for the date range specified) shows attendances, authorised and
unauthorised absences, and possible attendances. The number of approved
educational activities, late before and late after registration closed marks
and unexplained absences are also shown.
It is an extremely useful report for the Education Welfare Officer, as they
can see the absenteeism trend for individuals and also make a comparison
with other students. It is often produced after a concern is raised about
information highlighted on the Broken Weeks report.
The Registration Certificate often accompanies the annual report when it is
distributed to parents or guardians. However, it can also be printed at any
time of the year to show a student’s attendance record to date.
Each Registration Certificate is printed on a separate sheet of paper.
NOTE: Present marks also include any Approved Educational Activity (AEA)
marks.
The options available for this report are:
Show Summary
Selecting this option includes a table displaying the same data as the
Individual Session Summary report.
Show Key to Codes
Selecting this option includes a list of codes on the report.
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Show Personal Details
Selecting this option includes the following (if available): surname,
forename, middle name, chosen name, date of birth, mode of travel,
route, medical practice and telephone number, name of tutor, name of
parents, home address and telephone number.
Show Report As English or English/Welsh
This option is only applicable to schools that have selected Wales as
their Region when SIMS was configured. The report can be printed in
English, or English and Welsh (e.g. Registration Certificate/Tystysgrif
Cofrestru) by selecting the appropriate radio button.
More Information:
Broken Weeks Report on page 49
Individual Session Summary Report on page 5

Analysis of Marks for a Student
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Mark Category

Value

Percentage

Attendances

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present and
Approved Educational
Activity.

(Count of Present + AEA marks /
Count of Possible attendances) *
100 (rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Authorised
Absence

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Authorised absence
marks having the statistical
marks / Count of Possible
meaning of Authorised.
attendances) * 100 (rounded up
to the nearest 0.1% )

Unauthorised
Absence

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Unauthorised absence
marks having the statistical
marks / Count of Possible
meaning of Unauthorised.
attendances) * 100 (rounded up
to the nearest 0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions
which the student is required
to attend (also includes
missing marks).

Approved
Educational
Activity (AEA)

Count of all the sessions with (Count of AEA marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
marks having the statistical
(rounded up to the nearest 0.1%)
meaning of Approved
Educational Activity.

Lates before
Registration
Closed

Count of all the sessions with
marks having a code equal to
the code for Late before
Registers Closed.

(Count of late before registration
closed marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded up
to the nearest 0.1%)

Lates after
Registration
Closed

Count of all the sessions with
marks having a code equal to
the code for Late after
Registers Closed.

(Count of late after registration
closed marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded up
to the nearest 0.1%)

Unexplained
Absences

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Unexplained absence
marks having a code equal to marks / Count of Possible
N.
attendances) * 100 (rounded up
to the nearest 0.1%)
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Individual Session Summary Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Individual Student Reports | Individual
Session Summary Report

Description
This report shows the number of session marks (in the selected date range)
for attendances, authorised and unauthorised absences, and possible
attendances. The number of approved educational activities, late before and
late after registration closed marks and unexplained absences are also
shown. Each is shown as a number and as a percentage of the possible
attendances.
Before producing summary reports for external use, it is advisable to ensure
that all missing marks and unexplained absences have been dealt with.
Additional Resources:
Monitoring Session and Lesson Attendance handbook

Analysis of Session Marks for a Student
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Mark Category

Value

Percentage

Attendances

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present and
Approved Educational Activity.

(Count of Present + AEA
marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Authorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

(Count of Authorised absence
marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1% )

Unauthorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

(Count of Unauthorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions which Not applicable
the student is required to attend
(also includes missing marks).

Approved
Educational
Activity (AEA)

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Approved
Educational Activity.
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Mark Category

Value

Percentage

Lates Before
Registration
Closed

Count of all the sessions with
marks having a code equal to
the code for Late before
Registers closed.

(Count of late before
registration closed marks /
Count of Possible attendances)
* 100 (rounded up to the
nearest 0.1%)

Lates After
Registration
Closed

Count of all the sessions with
marks having a code equal to
the code for Late after Registers
closed.

(Count of late after
registration closed marks /
Count of Possible attendances)
* 100 (rounded up to the
nearest 0.1%)

Unexplained
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having a code equal to N.

(Count of Unexplained
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

NOTE: The Present marks also include the AEA marks.

Example
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Individual Register Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Individual Student Reports | Individual
Register Report

Description
The Individual Register report records session and lesson marks for a single
student.
The report can be used by registration tutor/teachers, as an overview of a
student’s session and lesson attendance over a specified date range.
The information is displayed as one week per line. Each student’s report is
shown on a separate page.
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Mark Category

Value

Percentage

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions that
the student is required to attend
(also includes missing marks).

Not applicable

Attendances

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present and
Approved Educational Activity.

(Count of Present + AEA
marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Authorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

(Count of Authorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1% )

Unauthorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

(Count of Unauthorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Percentage
Attendance

Not applicable

(Count of Present / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)
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Individual Subject Attendance Summary
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Individual Student Reports | Individual
Subject Attendance Summary

Description
This report is designed to be sent home to parents and therefore each
student’s report has been designed to start on a new page. It is divided into
two tables. The first shows a summary of the student’s attendance at each
of their timetabled subjects during the date range specified. Subjects are
listed in alphabetical order.
The second table shows the student’s session attendance during the date
range specified.

Analysis of Marks for a Student
Mark Category

Value

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the lessons that the student is required to attend
for each subject.

Present

Count of all the sessions with marks having the statistical
meaning of Present and Approved Educational Activity.

Percentage
Attendance

(Count of Present / Count of Possible) * 100 (rounded up to the
nearest 0.1%).

Lates

Total count of all lessons and sessions with Late before
Registration closed and Late after Registration closed marks.

Example
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In This Chapter
Student Analysis by Attendance Code Report ................................ 11
Today’s Register Report................................................................. 13
Student’s School Career Attendance Report................................... 14
Official Register Report.................................................................. 15
Student Analysis by AM/PM Report ............................................... 17
Students’ Yearly Attendance Report .............................................. 20
Student Analysis by Session in Week Report ................................. 21
Persistent Absence Reports ........................................................... 24
Class Register Report..................................................................... 28
Full Register Report ....................................................................... 30
Lesson Attendance by Subjects...................................................... 31
Student Analysis by Attendance Category Report .......................... 33
Lesson Attendance by Classes Report ............................................ 35
Student Weekly Lesson Attendance Report.................................... 36

Student Analysis by Attendance Code Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Student
Analysis by Attendance Code Report

Description
This report deals with the number of times each code has been recorded for
each student in the selected group, for the chosen date range. Totals for
each code listed are shown in the last line of each report. Values can be
shown as numbers or percentages.
The right-hand column shows the possible number of sessions to which each
student could have attended.
By default, a key to codes is shown after each report but can be deselected
if not required.
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Examples
Values shown as numbers:

Values shown as percentages:
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Today’s Register Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Todays
Register Report

Description
The Today’s Register report is intended for use during emergency
evacuation procedures, e.g. fire drills. There is no report browser from
which to select options. When the menu route is selected, the print dialog is
displayed immediately. Each registration group is printed on a separate
sheet of paper allowing the distribution of registration group lists to the
appropriate registration tutor.
The report shows the date, the registration group and all of today’s marks
for each student.

Analysis of Marks for a Student
Mark Category

Value

AM

Mark recorded as / for the AM session.

PM

Mark recorded as \ for the PM session.

Example
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Student’s School Career Attendance Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Student’s
School Career Attendance Report

Description
This report summarises each student’s attendance from their date of
admission to their date of leaving. It is intended for students who have left
the school however it can also be used for on-roll students, if their date of
admission is entered as the effective date.
The report shows the students name, date of birth, date of admission, date
of leaving (if applicable), number of attendances, number of authorised
absences, number of unauthorised absences, the maximum possible
attendances and the percentage attendance.
The attendances and percentage attendance column include both present
and approved educational activity.
NOTE: If a student leaves the school and is then re-admitted, their first
date of admission and last date of leaving are shown on the report.

Analysis of Marks
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Mark Category

Value

Percentage

Attendances

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present and Approved
Educational Activity.

(Count of Present + AEA
marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Authorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

(Count of Authorised absence
marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Unauthorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

(Count of Unauthorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions which
the student is required to attend
(also includes missing marks).

Not applicable

Approved
Educational
Activity (AEA)

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Approved Educational
Activity.

(Count of AEA marks / Count
of Possible attendances) *
100 (rounded up to the
nearest 0.1%)
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Official Register Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Official
Register Report

Description
Regulations require that the Official Register be printed out at least once a
month and kept for at least three years. This report is also useful for
registration tutors, enabling them to see their group’s attendance over the
last few weeks.
Options to include the total number of present marks, a key to attendance
codes and a history of changes, are available. If the history of changes option
is selected, an additional option enables you to include changes from N
marks. For example, where N is recorded then a parent subsequently informs
the school that the student is unwell, the N mark is changed to I (Illness).
If selected, these options are shown at the end of the report.
NOTE: If the Show History of Changes check box is selected, changes to
the N mark, e.g. / to N, are automatically included in the report.
Approximately 5 weeks of attendance marks are displayed on screen and
depending on the orientation of the paper, all 5 weeks or 3.5 weeks data is
displayed on the printed report.
Before printing, missing marks should be dealt with and reasons for absence
added for the report date range. If any missing marks still exist, they are
ignored while calculating the total number of Present Marks displayed for
Student and Class.

Calculating the Total of the Session Marks for a Student
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Mark Category

Value

Present AM (for a student)

Count of all the registration marks for student in the
AM sessions for all the dates in the selected date
range with statistical meaning of Present.

Present PM (for a student)

Count of all the registration marks for student in the
PM sessions for all the dates in the selected date
range with statistical meaning of Present.

Present AM (for date)

Count of all the registration marks for all student in
the AM sessions on a particular date in the selected
date range with statistical meaning of Present.

Present PM (for date)

Count of all the registration marks for all student in
the PM sessions on a particular date in the selected
date range with statistical meaning of Present.
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Mark Category

Value

Total Number of Present
marks for the period
(message at the end of the
report)

Count of all the registration marks for all students in
both the sessions for all dates in the selected date
range with statistical meaning of Present.

NOTE: Present marks do not include AEA marks.

Example
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Student Analysis by AM/PM Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Student
Analysis by AM/PM Report

Description
Shows the number of AM and PM sessions that were attended by each
student in the selected group for the specified date range.
The data can be shown as numbers or percentages. However, the
percentage attendance is always shown and includes both present and
approved educational activity.

Analysis of Marks
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Mark Category

Value

Present (AM/PM)

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Present marks /
Count of Possible attendances)
marks having the statistical
* 100 (rounded up to the
meaning of Present.
nearest 0.1%)

Approved
Educational Activity
(AEA) (AM/PM)

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Approved
Educational Activity.

Authorised
Absences (AM/PM)

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Authorised absence
marks having the statistical
marks / Count of Possible
meaning of Authorised.
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Unauthorised
Absences
(AM/PM)

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Unauthorised
marks having the statistical
absence marks / Count of
meaning of Unauthorised.
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Possible
Attendances
(AM/PM)

Not applicable
Total count of the sessions
which the student is required
to attend (also includes
missing marks).

Percentage
Attendance
(AM/PM)

Not applicable
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(Count of AEA marks / Count
of Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

(Count of Present marks +
count of AEA marks) / Possible
Attendances*100 (rounded up
to the nearest 0.1%)
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Examples
Values shown as numbers:

Values shown as percentages:
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Students’ Yearly Attendance Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Student
Yearly Attendance Report

Description
This report provides information about individual student’s attendance for
each year that they have been in the school.
The most popular use of this report is for last years leavers. By putting the
date back, the report shows students who were on-roll then.
Leaving the date as today produces a report that shows all students who are
currently on-roll.

Calculating the Total of the Session Marks for a Student
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Mark Category

Value

Percentage

Attendances

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present and
Approved Educational Activity.

(Count of Present + AEA
marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Authorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

(Count of Authorised
absence marks/ Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Unauthorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

(Count of Unauthorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions which Not applicable
the student is required to attend
(also includes missing marks).

Approved
Educational
Activity (AEA)

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Approved
Educational Activity.

(Count of AEA marks / Count
of Possible attendances) *
100 (rounded up to the
nearest 0.1%)

Percentage
Attendance
(AM/PM)

Not applicable

(Count of Present marks +
count of AEA marks) /
Possible Attendances*100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)
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Student Analysis by Session in Week Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Student
Analysis by Session in Week Report

Description
One or more categories, i.e. Present, AEA (Approved Educational Activity)
Authorised absence or Unauthorised absence, can be selected for
inclusion in this report.
Marks recorded for the selected category or categories are shown for each
student in the selected group.
Options to show data as number of sessions or percentage of sessions are
available.

Calculating the Total of the Session Marks for a Student
Mark Category

Value

Attendances (AM /PM)

Count of all the registration marks for the student in the
AM/PM sessions for all the dates in the selected date
range with statistical meaning of Present.

Approved Educational
Activity (AEA)
(AM/PM)

Count of all the registration marks for the student in the
AM /PM sessions for all the dates in the selected date
range with statistical meaning of AEA.

Authorised Absences
(AM/PM)

Count of all the registration marks for the student in the
AM /PM sessions for all the dates in the selected date
range with statistical meaning of Authorised.

Unauthorised Absences
(AM/PM)

Count of all the registration marks for the student in the
AM /PM sessions for all the dates in the selected date
range with statistical meaning of Unauthorised.

Total (AM/PM)

Count of all the registration marks for the student in the
AM/PM sessions for all the dates in the selected date
range. This includes the sum of the above fields.

NOTE: The present marks do not include the AEA marks

22
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Examples
Values shown as numbers:

Values shown as Percentages:
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Persistent Absence Reports
Menu Route
Reports | Attendance | Whole Group Student Reports | Persistent
Absence Report

Description
The Persistent Absence reports provide schools with the ability to analyse
their data and to identify pupil/students where action needs to be taken
regarding their absence. This information can also be used to determine
which pupil/students should be included in reports to the DfE.
There are two types of persistent absence reports:
Summary Report – Provides an analysis of the number of
pupil/students who are persistently absent from school. By default, the
report displays the numbers of pupil/students who were persistently
absent from school for more than 15% and more than 20% of sessions.
These Thresholds can be changed, if required.
Persistent Absence Detailed Report – Provides a detailed analysis of
the pupil/students who have been recorded as persistently absent from
school. The whole year and year group trends can be examined to
enable decisions to be made about the main areas of concern. By
default, the report is based on a 20% Threshold but can be changed, if
required.
The following attendance codes are not collected for the report:
L Late (before registers closed) marked as present
B Approved Education Activity as student is being educated off site (not
dual registration)
D Dual Registered (at another establishment) - not counted as possible
attendances
J Approved Educational Activity as student is attending an interview
P Approved Educational Activity as student is attending an approved
educational activity
V Approved Educational Activity as student is away on an educational
visit or trip
W Approved Educational Activity as student is attending work
experience
X Non-compulsory school age absence - not counted in possible
attendances
Y Unable to attend due to exceptional circumstances
Z Student not yet on-roll - not counted in possible attendances
# Planned whole or partial school closure - not counted in possible
attendances.

24
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Each report header displays the report Scope, e.g. Whole School, School
DfE Number, School Name. The Name of Head Teacher, Telephone
number and Email address are also shown if they have been entered in the
School Details page via Focus | School | School Details.
The report can be run at any time during the selected academic year to
obtain up-to-date information for each of the preceding half-terms or terms.
For example:
a report run during January displays absence data from the start of the
academic year to the Christmas holiday covering two date ranges, i.e.
two half-terms.
a report run during May displays absence data from the start of the
academic year to the Easter holiday covering four date ranges, i.e. four
half-terms.

Persistent Absence Summary Report
Analysis
The Summary report default value range is calculated according to the dates
entered when the academic year was set up. Each date range corresponds
to the dates that relate to half terms (as defined in the school calendar).
The following example closely relates to the school calendar for most
schools. However, if your school has defined 6 terms, for example, each
having a half term holidays defined, there will be 12 date ranges.
The summary report for the current academic year will contain the following
details.
Date Range

Description

Date Range 1

By default, 20% and 15% absence in the first date range.
For example, if the first date range consists of 35 days or 70
sessions and the system calculates 20% of the total number of
sessions. 20% of 70 equals 14. The system returns the number of
students absent for 14+ or more sessions.
The system calculates 20% and 15% of session absence for date
ranges 1 – 5 inclusive.
For example the number of days in date ranges 1 – 5 equals 161
days or 322 sessions. 20% of 322 sessions equals 64. The system
returns the number of students absent in the first date range for
64+ sessions.
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Date Range

Description

Date Range 2

By default, 20% and 15% absence in both first and second date
range.
For example, if the date range 1 – 2 inclusive consists of 73 days
or 146 sessions and the system calculates 20% of the total
number of sessions. 20% of 146 equals 29. The system returns
the number of students absent for 29+ or more sessions.
The system calculates 20% and 15% of session absence for date
ranges 1 – 5 inclusive.
For example the number of days in date ranges 1 – 5 equals 161
days or 322 sessions. 20% of 322 sessions equals 64. The system
returns the number of students absent in date range 1 – 2 for 64+
sessions.

Date Range 3

By default, 20% and 15% absence in date ranges 1 – 3.
For example, if the date range 1 – 3 inclusive consists of 105 days
or 210 sessions and the system calculates 20% of the total
number of sessions. 20% of 210 equals 42. The system returns
the number of students absent for 42+ or more sessions.
The system calculates 20% and 15% of session absence for date
ranges 1 – 5 inclusive.
For example the number of days in date ranges 1 – 5 equals 161
days or 322 sessions. 20% of 322 sessions equals 64. The system
returns the number of students absent in date range 1 – 3 for 64+
sessions.

Date Range 4

By default, 20% and 15% absence in date ranges 1 – 4.
For example, if the date range 1 – 4 inclusive consists of 136 days
or 272 sessions and the system calculates 20% of the total
number of sessions. 20% of 272 equals 54. The system returns
the number of students absent for 54+ or more sessions.
The system calculates 20% and 15% of session absence for date
ranges 1 – 5 inclusive.
For example the number of days in date ranges 1 – 5 equals 161
days or 322 sessions. 20% of 322 sessions equals 64. The system
returns the number of students absent in date range 1 – 4 for 64+
sessions.

Date Range 5

By default, 20% and 15% absence in date ranges 1 – 5.
For example, if the date range 1 – 5 inclusive consists of 161 days
or 322 sessions and the system calculates 20% of the total
number of sessions. 20% of 322 equals 64. The system returns
the number of students absent for 64+ or more sessions.
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Example

Persistent Absence Detailed Report
Analysis
The following details about each student are displayed on reports for the
current academic year:
Forename – the Legal Forename of the student.
Surname – the Legal Surname of the student.
Gender
Year Group
Absence Sessions – Default values are as follows:
Date Range

Description

Date Range 1

Absence Sessions (by default, 20% of all sessions in Date Range
1).
For example, 20% of a possible 70 sessions =14+.

Date Range 2

Absence Sessions (by default, 20% of all sessions in Date Range 1
– 2).
For example, 20% of a possible 140 sessions = 28+.

Date Range 3

Absence Sessions (by default, 20% of all sessions in Date Range 1
– 3).
For example, 20% of a possible 200 sessions = 40+.
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Date Range

Description

Date Range 4

Absence Sessions (by default, 20% of all sessions in Date Range 1
– 4).
For example, 20% of a possible 260 sessions = 50+.

Date Range 5

Absence Sessions (by default, 20% of all sessions in Date Range 1
- 5).
For example, 20% of a possible 320 sessions = 64+.

The detailed report for the previous academic year contains the above
values as calculated for Date Ranges 1 – 5, with the addition of a calculation
for Date Range 6 as follows:
Date Range

Description

Date Range 6

Absence Sessions (by default, 20% of all sessions in Date Range 1
- 6).
For example, 20% of a possible 380 sessions = 76+.

Examples
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Class Register Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Class
Register Report

Description
This register-style report shows only the lessons when the selected class(es)
are timetabled to meet. It lists every student in the group and shows their
mark for each lesson.
The report is designed to provide class teachers with a record of the marks
they have entered via Focus | Lesson Monitor | Take Register, i.e. a
record of attendance at their classes. Students added to lesson registers as
‘Extra Names’, during the date range specified, are also displayed on this
report.

Analysis of Marks
Mark Category

Value

Present

Count of all the lessons for a student with marks having
the statistical meaning of Present (plus Approved
Educational Activity (AEA), if this option is selected).

Possible Attendances

Total count of the lessons that the student is required to
attend.

Total Present
(shown at bottom of
table)

Total count of marks having the statistical meaning of
Present (plus Approved Educational Activity (AEA), if this
option is selected) for a lesson.
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Full Register Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Full
Register Report

Description
Particularly useful for Registration Tutors and Pastoral Leaders, this option
produces a register-style report that has columns for every period in the
specified date range. It lists every student in the selected group and shows
their mark for each period and session.

Example
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Lesson Attendance by Subjects
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Lesson
Attendance by Subjects

Description
The Lesson Attendance by Subject report shows every student in the
selected group. It is particularly useful for pastoral managers, e.g. teachers,
Heads of Year, etc. as the report provides these members of staff with a list
of every student in their group and the students’ lesson attendance at each
of their timetabled classes.

Analysis of Marks
Category

Value

Percentage Attendance

Count of present marks (plus Approved Educational
Activity (AEA) , if this option is selected) / possible count
for each subject

Overall

Counts all actual/possible lessons attended.

Example
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Student Analysis by Attendance Category Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Student
Analysis by Attendance Category Report

Description
This report shows the number of marks in each category that have been
recorded for each student in the selected group for the chosen period. The
report has the added benefit of listing, (on one line) all the information that
a school is required to supply to parents about their child.
Totals for each category are shown at the end of the report.

Analysis of Marks
Mark Category Value

Percentage

Present

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present.

(Count of Present marks /
Count of Possible attendances)
* 100 (rounded up to the
nearest 0.1%)

Approved
Educational
Activity (AEA)

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Approved Educational
Activity.

(Count of AEA marks / Count
of Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Authorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

(Count of Authorised absence
marks/ Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Unauthorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

(Count of Unauthorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions which Not applicable
the student is required to attend
(also includes missing marks).

Percentage
Attendance

Not applicable

(Count of Present marks +
count of AEA marks) / Possible
Attendances*100 (rounded up
to the nearest 0.1%)
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Examples
Sessions data shown as numbers:

Lesson data shown as numbers:
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Lesson Attendance by Classes Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Lesson
Attendance by Classes

Description
This report is primarily for pastoral managers, e.g. teachers, Heads of Year,
etc. who want to view lesson attendance for every student in their group.
Each student’s lesson attendance, at each of their timetabled classes, is
listed in the report.

Analysis of Marks
Category

Value

Class

For each student, every class that the student is timetabled to
attend in the date range is shown.

Periods

The number of periods attended for each class out of the total
number of periods for that class / the date range.

Percentage
Attendance

Count of present marks (plus Approved Educational Activity (AEA) ,
if this option is selected) / the possible count for each class.

Example
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Student Weekly Lesson Attendance Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Whole Group Student Reports | Student
Weekly Lesson Attendance Report

Description
A student’s overall lesson attendance can be monitored on a weekly basis
using this report.
The report shows the student’s name, registration group and lesson
attendance on each day in the selected date range. Each day’s total
attendance for the group is also shown.
NOTE: The report is not recommended for a class attendance analysis. This
is because there will be so few possible marks for a student in one week,
e.g. if the class meets four times a week, then a student’s percentage
attendance might be 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% or 100%. However, if the class
meets only once a week, their attendance can only be 0% or 100%.

Analysis of Marks
Category

Value

Present

Count of present marks (plus Approved Educational
Activity (AEA), if this option is selected).

Numbers

Count of lesson attendance / the count of lessons
possible for each week.

Percentages

Count of present marks (plus Approved Educational
Activity (AEA), if this option is selected) / the count of
lessons possible for each week.
Percentages are shown to 1 decimal place.
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Examples
Totals shown as numbers:

Totals shown as percentages:
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Percentage Attendance Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Percentage
Attendance Report

Description
This report displays the percentage attendance of students in the selected
group.
The report can be filtered on percentage and ordered by percentage or
name. Approved Educational Activity (AEA) marks are included in this
report.
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Analysis of Marks
Mark Category Value

Percentage

Present

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present and
Approved Educational Activity.

(Count of Present + AEA marks
/ Count of Possible attendances)
* 100 (rounded up to the
nearest 0.1%)

Approved
Educational
Activity (AEA)

Count all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Approved
Educational Activity.

(Count of AEA marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions
which the student is required
to attend (also includes
missing marks).

Present + AEA

Percent
Attendances

Percentage attendance of the
student.

(Count of present + AEA) /
(Count of possible) * 100
(rounded to the nearest 0.1%)

NOTE: The present marks include any AEA marks

Examples
Session data ordered by names:
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Missing Session Marks Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Missing
Session Marks Report

Description
There is a legal requirement to record missing marks for every school
session. This missing marks report should be run periodically to allow
missing marks to be monitored and to ensure that they have been dealt
with.
The report lists the missing marks found for the selected criteria.

Analysis of Marks
Mark Category Value

Percentage

Sessions

Not applicable

Count of all sessions with marks that
have a statistical meaning of No Mark.

Example
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Continuous Absence Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Continuous
Absence Report

Description
The purpose of this report is to list the full name and address of any student
who has been continuously absent from school for ten days or more. This
information is required by the LA but can also be used by your school for
management purposes and by the Education Welfare Officer.
In addition to names and addresses, the report shows admission number,
year and registration group, and the number of unauthorised absences
recorded for sessions within the selected date range. A student is shown
once on the report for each period of continuous absence recorded during
the selected date range.

Calculating the Continuous Absence Mark for a Student
Mark Category

Value

Unauthorised
Absence

Selects all unauthorised absence mark for the student (except
Late After Registration Closed mark) in the selected date range.

Attendance Not
Required

Selects all the attendance not required mark for the students
(which do not break the continuous absence chain) in the selected
date range.

Missing marks
for the group

Sum of the number of occurrences of all the "_\---" mark for all
the students in the selected group and the selected date range.
If the selected scope type is Individual Students then the sum of
"-" mark for all the students is considered.

Example
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Session Absences Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Session
Absences Report

Description
This report can be used to monitor the levels of absence in year groups on a
weekly or fortnightly basis, and to monitor the reasons for absence.
It shows students who have authorised or unauthorised absence marks within
the selected date range. If the Value Range is set to Any, totals for the
group (broken down by code) are shown at the end of the report. Telephone
and address details, and parental contacts details can also be included.

Calculating the Total of the Session Marks for a Student
Mark Category

Value

Absence (for a
student)

Count of all absence marks (with Statistical Meaning of
Authorised or Unauthorised) for the student in all sessions
for all the dates in the selected date range.

Total Number of
Absence marks for the
specified group

Count of all absence marks for all the students in the both
the sessions for all dates in the selected date range and
group.

Example
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First Day of Absence Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | First Day of
Absence Report

Description
The purpose of this report is to find students who have started an
unexplained absence today. This information enables the absence to be
investigated immediately, to ensure the safety of students and to help
combat truancy. Although other reports list students who are absent today,
this report has the specific functionality to show new unexplained absence.
If a reason for absence, e.g. sickness, holiday, medical, etc. has been
recorded for today, the absence is not shown on this report. The report is
only for unexplained absence that started today.
If a student has been away from school, e.g. on holiday or due to illness,
and is due back today but has not returned, they are shown on this report.
The students home telephone number and address, and parental contact
details can be shown on the report, if required.

Example
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Unexplained Absence Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Unexplained
Absence Report

Description
This report shows students who have unexplained absences (code N) within the
selected date range. Like the Session Absences report, this report can be used
by school staff and Education Welfare Officers when following up reasons for
absence. It can also to useful when monitoring levels of unexplained absence
before the code is changed to O (Unauthorised Absence).
By default, a column showing session details, e.g. 07/01/2008 PM, is included in
the report. However, it can be deselected, if not required.
Options are also available to include additional information: Show Phone and
Address Columns (telephone and address) and Show Parental Contacts
(contact name, contact relationship and contact day telephone number).

Calculating the Total of the Unexplained Marks for a Student
Mark Category

Value

Total

Count of all unexplained absences marks (N) for each of the
session marks recorded for the student in the specified date
range.

NOTE: The unexplained absences are all the marks with code as N.

Example
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Joint Absence Detection Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Joint Absence
Detection Report

Description
The aim of this report is to detect pairs or groups of students who are often
away from school for the same sessions.
For example, it is possible to compare Year 3 against the whole school, Year
3 against Year 3 or selected individuals against Year 3.
The students to be checked (the Leaders) must be selected first before
selecting the students to be matched against (the Follower). The number of
sessions of absence they must have in common should also be specified.
The report is produced in five stages:
Select the Leader(s) from a selected Group Type. The date range is
also selected at this stage.
Select the Follower(s) from a selected Group Type. This Group Type
can be different from that chosen for the Leader(s).
Select the report criteria (the value range, the report title (if different to
the default) and whether authorised and/or unauthorised absences
should be included).
Generate a list of Leaders with number of Followers. A report can be
printed at this stage.
Generate a list of selected Leaders with names of the Followers. A
report, with or without session details, can be printed at this stage.

Analysis of Marks
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Field

Value

Absences

Counts the number of Authorised Absences and/or
Unauthorised absences in the selected date range for
each student who is a leader.

Names in common

Is the total number of students (i.e. followers) found
who have the same absence(s) as that of the leader.

Maximum number of
sessions in common

The maximum number of dates any follower has in
common with the leader.
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Examples
Joint Absence Detection Stage 1 report:

Joint Absence Detection Stage 2 report:

Report detailing session information:
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Sibling Absence Detection Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Sibling
Absence Detection Report

Description
For this report, SIMS searches for any siblings of the selected student(s)
and checks for any absences they have in common. The report is
particularly useful for highlighting parentally condoned absences.
The report is produced in three stages:
Select the Leader(s) from a selected Group Type. The date range is
also selected at this stage.
Select the report criteria (the value range, the report title (if different to
the default) and whether authorised and/or unauthorised absences
should be included).
Run the report. One or more records, with or without session details can
be printed.

Analysis of Marks
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Field

Value

Absences

Counts the number of Authorised Absences and/or
Unauthorised absences in the selected date range for
each student who is a leader.

Names in common

The total number of students (i.e. siblings) found who
have the same absence(s) as that of the leader.

Maximum number of
sessions in common

The maximum number of dates any sibling has in
common.
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Examples
Sibling Absence report:

Report detailing session information:
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Broken Weeks Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Broken
Weeks Report

Description
This report lists students who have absence codes (authorised or
unauthorised) for one or more sessions in a school week. Sufficient
information is shown on the report to alert the Head of Year, Education
Welfare Officer, etc. to students who may need closer monitoring.
For those students causing concern, a Registration Certificate can be
printed. This comprehensive report shows all attendance marks and includes
an option to show students details.
The Broken Weeks report lists the number of broken weeks along with the
student’s name and registration group.
NOTES: Approved Educational Activity codes are ignored in this report,
because although not at the school, the student was in the intended
location.
SIMS performs the following steps when producing the Broken Weeks
report:
1.

Retrieves all the students who are/were on-roll in the specified date range.

2.

Retrieves the session marks for each week for each student in the specified
week range.

3.

Checks if any unauthorised or authorised code is present in the session
pattern and marks all such weeks as broken week.

4.

Calculates the total broken weeks for each student.

5.

Filters according to any filter criteria, e.g. if At least four broken weeks is
selected, SIMS net filters all those students who have four or more broken
weeks.

Missing Mark Calculation
Scope

Value

Registration Group

Missing marks are the sum of the number of occurrences
of all the ‘-‘ marks for all the students in the selected
group and the selected date range.

Year Group
Whole School
Individual

50

Missing marks are equal to the sum of ‘-‘ marks for all the
students.
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Missed Curriculum Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Missed
Curriculum Report

Description
The purpose of this report is to assist staff to monitor lessons missed by
students who are out of the classroom for whatever reason, assuming that
absence from session registration indicates absence from that half day
session. The report does not include students who were late before
registration closed. A subject code and teacher code are shown for each
period included in the report.
NOTES: To ensure that classes are available for selection, the Timetable
must be applied. Periods must also be set for AM and PM session
registration.

Calculations
All students who are or were on-roll in the specified date range are
retrieved. Any unauthorised or authorised code in any session in the
specified date range is checked. The information for all sessions and their
corresponding registration tutor is then retrieved.
If any filter criteria is provided, the data is filtered accordingly, e.g. If At
least three sessions have been specified, all students who have missed
three or more sessions are filtered.

Example
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Students with Chosen Code Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Students with
Chosen Code Report

Description
This report lists all students who have the selected code(s) or category(ies)
recorded during the specified date range.

Calculating the Total of the Session Marks for a Student
Mark Category

Value

Present

Count all the sessions with marks having the statistical
meaning of Present and Approved Educational Activity.

Authorised Absence

Count all the sessions with marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

Unauthorised Absence

Count all the sessions with marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

Possible Attendances

Total count of the sessions which the student is required
to attend (also includes missing marks).

Approved Educational
Activity (AEA)

Count all the sessions with marks having the statistical
meaning of Approved Educational Activity.

Example
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New Absentees Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | New
Absentees Report

Description
The New Absentees report lists the first period of recorded absence after a
period where the student is recorded as present. A date range can be
specified.
A report entry is generated only if the mark recorded for the previous period
is a present mark. If the mark recorded for previous period is an absent
mark, an entry is not shown on the report.
For example, if there are five periods in a day and all five periods are
recorded as N (no reason yet known), these marks are not reported.
However, if the first two periods have present marks and remaining three
periods N marks, the report shows that period three is a new absence.

These absences are not displayed in the report because the attendance
mark for the previous period is not a present mark.
Period two is recorded as a new absence (N) because the attendance mark
for the previous period is recorded as present (/).
Period three is recorded as a new absence (I) because the attendance
mark for the previous period is recorded as present (/).
Period two is recorded as a new absence (U) because the attendance mark
for the previous period is recorded as present (/) but when the student is
late after the PM registration the absence is not shown on this report,
which deals solely with lesson marks.

The report displays the student’s admission number, name, registration
group, the date the absence started, the class the student was absent from
and the absence mark.
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Analysis of Marks
Mark Category

Value

Present

Count all marks having the statistical meaning of Present
and Approved Educational Activity (if the user chooses to
count this as present).

Absence

Count all marks having the statistical meaning of
Authorised or Unauthorised (or Approved Educational
Activity if the user chooses to count this as present).

Attendance not required These marks are ignored.

Example
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Lesson Absences Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Lesson
Absences Report

Description
This report lists students who were marked absent from any lesson during
the date range specified. Users can choose whether to include all absences
or just post-registration absences, and also whether to include authorised
and/or unauthorised absences. It can be used as an individual student
report, by selecting Individual Students as the Group Type.
If all absences are included, the report shows the level of absence from
lessons due to all causes. This includes those who were marked absent at
registration and the reason for absence (if any). These absences are
followed up through normal Attendance channels. The report also indicates
any areas of the curriculum missed by the selected students regardless of
cause. If only post-registration absences are included, the report shows the
extent to which students who are present at registration subsequently miss
lessons. If only unauthorised post-registration absences are included, the
report shows the extent of post-registration truancy, i.e. the level of
unexplained absence.

Analysis of Marks
Total Absences equal the Count of total authorised and/or unauthorised
(plus Approved Educational Activity (AEA), if this option is selected).

Example
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Minutes Late Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Minutes Late
Report

Description
This report lists the minutes late that have been recorded for sessions for
the selected date range and scope of students. The figures for each
individual student are totalled and shown in the third column of the report.

Example
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Comments Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Comments
Report

Description
This report lists comments recorded in the attendance register for a group of
students over a date range. Comments for sessions and lessons, or for
sessions only can be included.
The following are examples of how the report can be used:
Any member of staff, who has appropriate permissions (i.e. read-right
access to the attendance register), can use the report to view comments
entered by themselves and others (All Staff).
NOTE: The definition of All Staff is all members of staff who have
permission to enter comments into the attendance register.
Registration tutor/teachers can use the report to view the comments
entered in all session and lesson registers for students in their group.
Any member of staff, who has appropriate permissions, can use the
report to view comments for all classes and sessions entered by a
particular registration tutor/teacher.
Any member of staff, who has appropriate permissions, can use the
report to view comments for all sessions and lessons for an individual
student.

Example
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Compare Marks by Column Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Compare
Marks by Column Report

Description
This report lists students whose marks are different in the two
sessions/periods being compared, e.g. AM registration at which the student
was present and period 1 at which the student was absent.
The report can be used to:
highlight post-registration absence.
highlight students who arrive at school too late for registration, e.g. N
(no reason yet provided for absence) followed by / (present AM) or by L
(late before reg closed).
highlight where the reason for absence at session registration is known
but the reason is not being copied to lessons, e.g. C (other authorised
circumstances) followed by N.
compare the last period before lunch with the first period after lunch, or
with PM registration.

Analysis of Marks
Category

Value

Present Marks

For this report / and \ count as the same mark.

Missing Marks

Missing marks/no mark recorded for a timetabled lesson.
The report shows if there is a missing mark in one column and
a mark in the other column.
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Periods with Chosen Code Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Selected Student Reports | Periods with
Chosen Code Report

Description
This report lists all the students who have been given a lesson mark with a
particular code between the specified dates. The report could, for example,
be used to find students with late marks or those who have missed a large
number of periods due to family holidays.
More than one code can be selected. For example, both L (late before
registration closed) and U (late after registration closed) can be included in
the same report.

Example
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In This Chapter
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Group Analysis by Session in Week Report .................................... 74
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Group Analysis by Vulnerability Report.......................................... 78
Post Registration Absence Report.................................................. 81
Group Weekly Lesson Attendance Report ...................................... 82

Group Analysis by Attendance Category Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Group Analysis by
Attendance Category Report

Description
This report is primarily for senior and pastoral managers, e.g. Registration
Tutors, Heads of Year, etc.
Each group analysis is shown on a separate line. The analysis includes total
sessions are shown for Presents, AEA (Approved Educational Activity),
Authorised Absences, Unauthorised Absences, Possible and %
Attendance.
The data contained in the report can be restricted by specifying a date of
birth range. Options to show girls and boys separately in two separate
tables, and show data as number of sessions or percentage of sessions are
available.
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Analysis of Marks
Mark
Category

Value

Percentage

Present

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Present / Count of Possible
marks having the statistical
attendances) * 100 (rounded up to
meaning of Present.
the nearest 0.1%)

Approved
Educational
Activity (AEA)

Count of all the sessions with (Count of AEA marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100 (rounded
marks having the statistical
up to the nearest 0.1%)
meaning of Approved
Educational Activity.

Authorised
Absence

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Authorised absence marks/
marks having the statistical
Count of Possible attendances) * 100
meaning of Authorised.
(rounded up to the nearest 0.1%)

Unauthorised
Absence

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Unauthorised absence
marks having the statistical
marks / Count of Possible
meaning of Unauthorised.
attendances) * 100 (rounded up to
the nearest 0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Sums of all the count of attendances
Total count of the sessions
which the student is required
to attend (also includes
missing marks).

Unexplained
Absences

Count of all the sessions with (Count of Unexplained absence marks
marks having a code equal
/ Count of Possible attendances) *
to N.
100 (rounded up to the nearest 0.1%)

NOTE: The present marks also include the AEA marks.

Examples
Session data shown as numbers:

Lesson data shown as percentages:
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School Prospectus Analysis Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | School Prospectus
Analysis Report

Description
This report produces figures that School Governors are required to publish
as part of the school prospectus and in their annual report to parents.
It provides the data that schools are legally obliged to provide for students
of compulsory school age. However, the date of birth range can be edited to
include students of non school age.

Analysis of Marks
Mark Category

Value

Percentage

Present

Counts of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present and
Approved Educational Activity.

(Count of Present marks +
AEA marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Authorised
Absence

Counts of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

(Count of Authorised absence
marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Unauthorised
Absence

Counts of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

(Count of Unauthorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions which Not applicable
the student is required to attend
(also includes missing marks).

Percentage
Attend

Not applicable

(Count of Present marks +
count of AEA marks) /
Possible Attendances*100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Example
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Group Analysis by Code Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Group Analysis by Code
Report

Description
This report shows the number of times each code has been recorded within
the specified date range enabling the reasons for absence, at either school
or group level, to be monitored. The following codes are counted: / \ @ B C
D E G H I L M N O P R S T V W Z.
The data contained in the report can be restricted by specifying a date of
birth range. Girls and boys can be shown in separate tables, and a key to
codes can be shown at the end of the report.
The right-hand column shows the amount of sessions (in either numbers or
percentages) to which a student could have attended within the selected
date range.

Analysis of Codes
Mark Category

Value

Session Code

Count the number of occurrences of marks for each student
where the recorded mark is equal to the code for which the
calculation is being done.
Count of Totals for the group = Sum of the count for every
student who is a member of the group in the given date range.

Possible
Attendances

Possible attendance accounts for all the scheduled sessions in the
date range i.e. all marks between the date ranges excluding
codes whose statistical meaning is "Attendance Not Required".
Count of Possible Attendances for the group = Sum of the
possible attendance for all students who are members of the
selected group in the specified date range.

Missing Marks

66

Sum of missing marks for all the selected groups in the specified
date range.
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Examples
Values shown as number:

Values shown as percentage:
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Welsh School Performance Information Report
Applicable to Welsh secondary schools only

Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Welsh School
Performance Information Report

Description
This report (specified by the Welsh Government) applies to secondary school
students who were aged 11 to 15 on the previous 31st August and who were
on roll at any date in the selected date range. The results can be used when
compiling official information such as the School Governors Annual report. It
is also useful for monitoring individual absence.
The following data is included in the report:
School Performance Information
School Number
LA Number
Possible sessions
The number of session that students are required to attend school
during the specified date range.
Number of authorised absences
The number of authorised absences recorded during the specified
date range.
Number of unauthorised absences
The number of unauthorised absences recorded during the specified
date range.
Total of all absences
Sum of authorised and unauthorised absences.
Student Performance Information – Analysis Report
Period
Date range specified when report was produced.
Name
The names of all students included in the report are listed
individually.
Registration Group
Number of authorised absences
The number of authorised absences recorded for the individual
student during the specified date range.
Number of unauthorised absences
The number of unauthorised absences recorded for the individual
student during the specified date range.
Total number of students included in the report.
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Analysis of Marks
Mark Category

Value

Authorised
Absences

Count all the sessions with marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

Unauthorised
Absences

Count all the sessions with marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions which the student is required to
attend (also includes missing marks).

Total Absences

Count all the sessions with marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised + count all the sessions with marks
having the statistical meaning of Unauthorised.

Example
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Group Session Summary Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Group Session Summary
Report

Description
This report shows the total possible attendance, for the selected criteria,
broken down into attendance, authorised absences, unauthorised absences
and possible attendance. This information is followed by a list of approved
education activities, lates before registration closed, lates after registration
closed and unexplained absences.
Before producing summary reports, it is advisable to ensure that all
unexplained absences have been dealt with. If any changes are made to the
attendance records after a summary report has been created, the report
should be produced again and the original report deleted.

Analysis of Marks
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Mark Category Value

Percentage

Attendances

Count all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present.

(Count of Present marks / Count
of Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest 0.1%)

Authorised
Absences

Count all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

(Count of Authorised absence
marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded up
to the nearest 0.1%)

Unauthorised
Absences

Count all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

(Count of Unauthorised absence
marks / Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded up
to the nearest 0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions
which the student is required
to attend (also includes
missing marks).

Not applicable

AEA (Approved
Educational
Activity)

Count all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Approved
Educational Activity.

(Count of AEA marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest 0.1%)

Lates Before
Registration
Closed

Count of all the sessions with
marks having their set up
meaning as "codes before
registration closed".

(Count of all the sessions with
marks having their set up
meaning as "codes before
registration closed") / Possible
Attendances*100 (rounded up to
the nearest 0.1% )
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Mark Category Value

Percentage

Lates After
Registration
Closed

Count of all the sessions with
marks having their set up
meaning as "codes after
registration closed".

(Count of all the sessions with
marks having their set up
meaning as "codes after
registration closed") / Possible
Attendances*100 (rounded up to
the nearest 0.1%)

Unexplained
Absences

Count of all the absences
with marks having the
statistical meaning of "No
reason yet provided for
absence".

(Count of all of all the absences
with marks having the statistical
meaning of "No reason yet
provided for absence") / Possible
Attendances*100 (rounded up to
the nearest 0.1%)

Example
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Group Weekly Analysis Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Group Weekly Analysis
Report

Description
This report shows the attendance figures for a chosen group for each week
in the date range. It can be used to monitor the attendance of a group (e.g.
Year Group, or Registration Group, or the whole school) week by week,
comparing one week with another as the year proceeds.
The report output can be optionally restricted to include the number and/or
percentage of attendance, authorised absences and unauthorised absences
for pupil/students within a specified date range. There is also the option to
restrict the report to only include those pupils of compulsory school age.

Analysis of Marks
Mark Category

Value

Authorised Absences

Count of Authorised Absences for the group = Sum of the
Authorised absences for all students who are members of
the selected group in the specified date range.

Unauthorised Absences Count of Unauthorised Absences for the group = Sum of
the unauthorised absences for all students who are
members of the selected group in the specified date
range.
Attendances

Count of Possible Attendances for the group = Sum of the
possible attendance for all students who are members of
the selected group in the specified date range.

Example
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Group Analysis by AM/PM Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Group Analysis by
AM/PM Report

Description
This report enables staff to analyse attendance by AM/PM sessions.
The report shows group name, present, approved educational activity,
authorised, unauthorised and possible session marks. The right-hand
column shows both AM and PM attendance expressed as a percentages.

Analysis of Codes for a Group
Category

Value

Present (AM/PM)

Count the number of occurrences of marks for AM/PM for
each student where the recorded mark has the statistical
meaning that is equal to the category for which the
calculation is being done.
Count of Totals AM/PM for the group = Sum of the count
for every student who is a member of the group in the
given date range.

Possible Attendance
(AM/PM)

Count the number of possible attendances during the
AM/PM session for each student in the selected group.
Count of Total Possible attendances for the group = Sum
of the count for every student who is a member of the
group.

Percentage
Attendances (AM/PM)

Total count of Present marks for the group in AM/PM
session * 100
Total count of Possible marks for the group in the AM/PM
session
The above value is rounded to the nearest 0.1%.

Missing Marks

Sum of missing marks for all the selected groups in the
specified date range.
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Examples
Values shown as numbers:

Value shown as percentages:
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Group Analysis by Session in Week Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Group Analysis by
Session in Week Report

Description
This report enables a groups attendance, e.g. Whole School or Year Group,
to be analysed over a week by each session.
One or more categories, i.e. Present, AEA (Approved Educational Activity)
Authorised absence or Unauthorised absence, can be selected for
inclusion in this report.
The All Week column displayed on the right-hand side of the report, shows
the totals for the sessions being counted.

Analysis of Codes
Category

Value

Columns to be
displayed

All the week days for which are in use as indicated by the
registration pattern need to be displayed. For each of the
weekdays; display the sessions in use.
e.g. Mon AM, Tue AM, Wed PM, etc

Count of occurrences
Count the number of occurrences of the specified weekday
for each session in use + session (e.g. Mon AM) in the database. Occurrences are
counted only for the sessions where the registration status
of the session is not equal to X, Y, #, ! or N. This check is
done on the statistical mapping of the mark, not the
character.
Count of table values
for each selected
group for every
weekday + Session

Count the number of occurrences of all the marks that lie
in the selected categories for all the students in the
selected group for the specified weekday + Session.

Count of values for All
Week

Sum of count of marks for the weekdays in the specified
session for the selected group.

Percentage age values
for each selected
group for every
weekday + session

Count the number of occurrences of all the marks that lie
in the selected categories for all the students in the
selected group for the specified weekday + Session. * 100.
Count the possible marks for all the students in the
selected group for the specified weekday + Session.
The above value is rounded to the nearest 0.1%.
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Category

Value

Percentage values for
All week

Sum of count of marks for the weekdays in the specified
session for the selected group. * 100.
Sum of possible marks for the weekdays in the specified
session for the selected group.
The above value is rounded to the nearest 0.1%.

Missing Marks

Sum of missing marks for all the selected groups in the
specified date range.

Examples
Data shown as numbers:

Data shown as percentages:
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Group Analysis by STAR Field Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Group Analysis by STAR
Field Report

Description
This report shows for each selected group within a particular group type,
pupil/students’ attendance by category according to the values in a chosen
field in STAR.
For example, you may wish to produce a report based on Ethnicity. The
number of pupil/students in each group, and the percentage of
Attendances, Authorised Absences, Unauthorised Absences, Late
Before registration closed codes and Late After registration closed codes
are reported for each ethnic group.
Up to two extra attendance codes can be selected and used for comparison
with the other data shown on the report. The extra codes data is shown in
the report’s right-hand columns.
Values can be shown as Numbers or Percentages.
NOTE: If you chose to Show Values as Percentages, the first column on
the report (Pupils in group) is always numbers, i.e. the number of pupils
in the STAR field groupings. In the other columns, percentages refer to the
proportion of possible sessions for each of the STAR field groupings.
The total of each column is shown in the last row of the report.

Analysis of Marks
Mark Category Value

Percentage

Attendances

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present.

(Count of Present marks /
Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Authorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

(Count of Authorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Unauthorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

(Count of Unauthorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)
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Mark Category Value
Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions which a Not applicable
student is required to attend (also
includes missing marks).

Lates Before
Registration
Closed

Count of all the sessions with
marks having their set up meaning
as ‘codes before registration
closed’.

Lates After
Registration
Closed

Count of all the sessions with
(Count of all the sessions
marks having their set up meaning with marks having their set
as ‘codes after registration closed’. up meaning as "codes after
registration closed") /
Possible Attendances*100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Example
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(Count of all the sessions
with marks having their set
up meaning as "codes before
registration closed") /
Possible Attendances*100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)
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Group Analysis by Vulnerability Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Group Analysis by
Vulnerability Report

Description
This report produces an analysis of lesson attendance for students
associated with a specified vulnerability STAR field over the selected date
range.
The number of Pupils in group, and the percentage of Attendances,
Authorised Absences, Unauthorised Absences, Late Before
registration closed and Late After registration closed codes are reported for
each active lookup value associated with the selected vulnerability STAR
field.
Two attendance codes (in addition to those named in the previous
paragraph) can be included on the report for comparison purposes. These
codes are added as Extra Codes. The additional code data is displayed on
the right-hand side of the report.
Example:
Using English Additional Language (Focus | Pupil | Pupil Details Ethnic/Cultural panel) as an example, depending on the content of the
STAR field the report displays Yes, No or No English Additional
Language (if the field is blank) during the selected date range. A blank field
is recognised as a recorded value in a field only if it has always been blank
during the date range. If, for example, a field contained No in the past, then
the field was blanked, the last recorded value would be No because blank is
not recognised as a recorded value if it replaces a valid entry.
If Yes was recorded prior to the start of the date range but No was
selected for the later part of the selected date range, No is displayed on
the report.
_______________Date Range______________
--------|---------- Yes ---------------------------- No-------|
If the English Additional Language field was blank during the
selected date range, No English Additional Language is displayed on
the report.
_______________Date Range_______________
--------|------------------------blank-------------------------|
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If during the selected date range Yes was recorded initially, then later
in the date range this was changed to No, then towards the end of the
date range the content of this STAR field was blanked, the last recorded
value during the selected date range is No.
_______________Date Range_______________
--------|--------- Yes ------------- No------------blank------|
NOTE: The English Additional Language lookup values are different for
schools in Wales but the principle is the same.
Values can be shown as Numbers or Percentages.
NOTE: If you chose to Show Values as Percentages, the first column on
the report (Pupils in group) is always numbers, i.e. the number of pupils
in the STAR field groupings. In the other columns, percentages refer to the
proportion of possible sessions for each of the STAR field groupings.

Analysis of Marks
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Mark Category Value

Percentage

Attendances

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Present.

(Count of Present marks /
Count of Possible
attendances) * 100 (rounded
up to the nearest 0.1%)

Authorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Authorised.

(Count of Authorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Unauthorised
Absences

Count of all the sessions with
marks having the statistical
meaning of Unauthorised.

(Count of Unauthorised
absence marks / Count of
Possible attendances) * 100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Possible
Attendances

Total count of the sessions which a Not applicable
student is required to attend (also
includes missing marks).

Lates Before
Registration
Closed

Count of all the sessions with
marks having their set up meaning
as ‘codes before registration
closed’.
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(Count of all the sessions
with marks having their set
up meaning as "codes before
registration closed") /
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Mark Category Value
Lates After
Registration
Closed

Percentage

Count of all the sessions with
(Count of all the sessions
marks having their set up meaning with marks having their set
as ‘codes after registration closed’. up meaning as "codes after
registration closed") /
Possible Attendances*100
(rounded up to the nearest
0.1%)

Example
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Post Registration Absence Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Post Registration
Absence Report

Description
This report deals with students who were marked present for registration
but were marked absent from a lesson during that session (half day). The
absences are shown in separate columns, according to whether they are an
authorised reason for absence, unauthorised reason for absence or
unexplained absence.
Examples for schools using the English maintained set of codes are:
authorised (e.g. C, I, M), unauthorised (e.g. O, U), unexplained (e.g. N).

Analysis of Marks for a Group
Mark Category

Value

Authorised
Absence

Count of all post-registration absences where the lesson mark
has the statistical meaning of Authorised.

Unauthorised
Absence

Count of all post-registration absences where the lesson mark
has the statistical meaning of Unauthorised.

Unexplained
Absence

Count of all post-registration absences where the lesson mark
has the statistical meaning of Unexplained.

Example
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Group Weekly Lesson Attendance Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Group Reports | Group Weekly Lesson
Attendance Report

Description
This report has been designed primarily for pastoral managers who are
monitoring overall lesson attendance, week by week and group by group.
The total percentage attendance for each group selected, for each week
within the date range selected, is displayed. By default, Approved
Educational Activity (AEA) is counted as present.
NOTE: When used for academic class analysis, the report counts lesson
marks for that class only.

Analysis of Marks
Mark Category

Value

Timetabled
Lessons

Included in the report.

Exclusions

Not included in the report.

Extra Names

Included in the report.

Attendance

Count marks with statistical meaning of Present, plus Approved
Educational Activity (if selected at run-time).

Example
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06|Module Reports
In This Chapter
History of Changes Report ............................................................. 85
Registers with Missing marks Report............................................. 86

History of Changes Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Module Reports | History of Changes
Report

Description
When a mark is saved, SIMS performs a check to establish if the mark
already exists. If a mark is found, the previous mark and the name of the
person who recorded it, along with the name of the person who changed it
and the new mark, is recorded.
All changes of mark are recorded once they are saved. For example, Mr K
Joyner initially records a mark of C (other authorised circumstance) then
Mrs G Grosvenor is told that the student has a medical appointment, so she
changes the mark to M. However, when the student returns to school she
informs the office that she had joined another class for an educational trip,
so Mrs G Grosvenor changes the mark again to V.
The exception to this is when the mark is deleted. In these circumstances,
for sessions, the initial mark is recorded and then a missing mark. For
lessons, the entry is not recorded because where the mark is deleted the
history is lost.
Any recorded change of mark during the specified date range is reported
when the History of Changes report is run. The report also displays the
student's name and registration group, the register date, the class, the date
and time of the change, the method of change and the reason for change
(e.g. entered in error).
An option that enables you to include changes from N marks (no reason yet
provided) is also available. For example, where N is recorded then a parent
subsequently informs the school that the student is unwell, the N mark is
changed to I (Illness). This change is shown on the report.
NOTE: Changes to the N mark, e.g. / to N, are automatically included in
the report.
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Examples
Display of Sessions and Lessons:

Display of Sessions:
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Registers with Missing Marks Report
Menu Route
Reports | Lesson Monitor | Module Reports | Registers with Missing
Marks Report

Description
The purpose of this report is to enable school managers to check if registers
have been taken or not.
The report browser enables you to specify the number of missing marks you
are looking for, e.g. At Least 15.
The report shows the Date, Period, Class, Teacher, Room and how many
Missing Marks there are on each register that is found to have missing
marks.

Example
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